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Investigation on defects in barrier films deposited on PET foils with atomic
oxygen etching
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A widely used plastic for packaging, polyethylene terephtalate (PET) offers limited

barrier properties against gas permeation. For many applications of PET improved

barrier properties are essential. In the field of barrier coatings silicon oxide (SiO

x

) films

deposited by PECVD are of great interest since they are transparent and offer a

significant increase in barrier performance. The deposition process is performed on

PET foils by means of a PECVD process in a pulsed microwave driven low-pressure

plasma. While the adjustment of the microwave power allows for a control of the ion

production during the plasma pulse, a substrate bias controls the energy of ions

impinging on the substrate. A barrier improvement factor of up to 150 is achieved for

barrier coatings with a thickness of 25 nm. Still a residual oxygen transmission rate

(OTR) through the coating is present. This is lead back to the microscopic defects

existing in PECVD coatings that may arise from particles, surface roughness or

inhomogeneities on the surface of the polymer. A detailed analysis of deposited films

is performed by means of oxygen permeation measurements and detection of

microscopic defects. The visualization of defects is arranged by an established

technique based on the increase of defect diameter by reactive oxygen etching of the

polymer and imaging with SEM. The etching process is performed in a capacitively

coupled oxygen plasma characterized by plasma diagnostics (multipole resonance

probe). The defects are quantified by an image processing software. Defects of

various diameters and distributions are observed leading to the classification of

defects. The defect density is correlated with film thickness, OTR and various film

compositions (different plasma chambers). The effect of an additional substrate bias

and of plasma pre-treatment on the defect density is presented. Support by the

German Research Foundation in the frame of SFB-TR87 is gratefully acknowledged.
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